
Discord

Brutal Decadent Careless Greedy
If you’re the attacker, the 
defeated player (even you) 
must kill all the warbands 
in their force.

Spend no Supply if you’re 
traveling to a site in the 
Cradle from a site in the 
Provinces or Hinterland.
If you’re traveling to a site 
in the Hinterland, increase 
the Travel cost by 1 Supply.

You gain one more  
(even when trading for ).
You must gain one less  
when trading for .

Draw two more cards. 
(Stop after a Vision as normal.)
You cannot search if you 
would spend more than 
2 Supply.

Imperial Reliquary Citizenship off ers must promise exactly one relic from the Imperial Reliquary.
These cannot be taken with Campaign or Recover and do not add to victory goals.
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In the Chronicle, do not 
discard sites with any ^  cards.

Forest Temple

204

Enemies of Ruined 
Temple’s ruler cannot 
play ̂  cards faceup.

Ruined Temple

Mountain
–

2

+

    

 Sticky Fire 
  

 If you’re victorious, you may kill all the 
warbands in your enemy’s force. If you 

do, you must give them ^  if able. 

+

6. Clean Up Relics

6

Pressgangs

You can muster on cards that 
already have ]  or ]  on them.

+
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4. Add Six Cards from Archive

5. Remove Six Cards to Dispossessed

8. Rebuild Deck

All

Shuffle together the winner’s relics and Reliquary, and 
stack these relics on the top of the relic deck.

12 15 Remaining

12 + 2V 15 + 3V Remaining

Stack on...Stack on...

7. Return World to Box

Barren Coast

1

▶
1

1

Wrestlers

+^[ if you sacrifi ce one 
warband in your force.

1. Vow an Oath

3. Clean Up Map

2. Offer Citizenship

Replace their warbands 
on map with winner’s...

Salt Flats

2

/
33

ACTION: Take ]  from 
any one favor bank.

Spirit Snare

At all sites except those ruled by the winner or with an intact edifice, 
discard denizens, return relics and sites to their decks, and return ruined 

edifices to the Archive.

12

26

ACTION: Gain ] .

Elders

209

ACTION: Draw a relic. 

Take it or put it on the 

bottom of the relic deck.

Ancient Forge

Replace a denizen at site ruled by winner with 
an edifice of matching suit from the Archive.

Flip a ruin at any site ruled by winner.

Repair ruined edificeBuild new edifice

Discard Pile Discard Pile Discard Pile

Visions
Drawn

Relic
Deck

World
Deck

Discord Arcane Order Hearth NomadBeast

9+ 3      0to8      4to

WAKE 
Check the People’s Favor if you have it, then check if you win as the 
Usurper or Visionary, then fl ip your Oathkeeper to Usurper.

ACT by spending Supply to take these actions.

Search
2–4 SUPPLY

DRAW 3 cards from deck or your discard. PLAY 1 
to your site (TAKE ) or advisers. DISCARD rest.

Muster
1 SUPPLY

On an empty card at your site...
PLACE . GAIN 2 warbands.

Trade
1 SUPPLY

On an empty card at your site...
PLACE . GAIN  +  per matching adviser.
 –or–
PLACE . GAIN  per matching adviser.

Recover
1 SUPPLY

CHOOSE 1 relic at your site, the People’s Favor, 
or the Darkest Secret. PAY its cost and TAKE it.

Campaign
2 SUPPLY

CHOOSE an enemy at your site. TAKE their sites, 
banners, and relics. BANISH their pawn and favor.

Travel
1–4 SUPPLY

MOVE your pawn from your site to any site.  
FLIP the site over if it is facedown.

Minor Actions
0 SUPPLY

PLAY or DISCARD facedown adviser. USE Action 
card. PEEK at relics at your site. MOVE warbands 
between your board and your site if you rule.

REST
Return all  on cards to the favor banks of matching suits.
Return all  on cards to your board. Flip up your facedown .
Refresh your Supply based on warbands remaining in your bank.
Refresh more Supply equal to Supply you did not spend this turn.

Revealed Vision
You can win by having a Vision revealed and 
completed at the start of your turn or the end of 
the eighth round.

Exile
You can win by being the Usurper at the start of 
your turn or at the end of the eighth round.
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Banish
Move Pawn 
Burn Half 
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If the winner is an Exile, flip all the Citizen boards to Exile, and they 
may offer Citizenship to any Exiles except those who just flipped.

If you won with a Vision, you must choose the Oathkeeper goal matching your Vision.
If you won in any other way, choose any goal reference except the current one.

RULES THE 
MOST SITES

OATHKEEPER OF 

SUPREMACY

HOLDS MORE 
RELICS AND BANNERS

SUCCESSOR TO THE

CHANCELLOR

Chronicle Summary

World
Box

World
Box

The winner choose the goal for the next game.

—or—

The winner can build or repair one edifice if they are the Chancellor or a 
Citizen. Each site can only hold one edifice, whether intact or ruined.

Stack any cards at each site on it, then stack all the sites. 
When done, the first Cradle site should be at the top, and 

the last Hinterland site should be on the bottom.

Set aside all the Visions. Shuffle the discard piles and losers’ advisers 
together, and put six random cards into the Dispossessed in the box.

Flip edifices to ruins at sites not ruled by 
the winner. Discard all denizens there. 

Push sites with no ruins 
toward the Cradle to fill up 
regions from top to bottom.  

Shuffle together the relic deck and losers’ relics. Refill sites 
that have fewer relics than they need from the relic deck.

Find the winner’s most common suit of adviser—if tied, the winner 
chooses. Add three cards of that suit from the Archive to the world 
deck, then two of the next clockwise suit as shown below, then one.

Most common adviser

Collect all the denizens on the table, shuffle and split them. 
Shuffle in the Visions, then stack the piles to rebuilt the deck.

Fill empty slots with facedown sites from the shuffled site deck. 
Flip the top site in each region with no faceup sites.

To deck...To deck...

To discard...

202

Recovering the People’s Favor 
always fl ips it to the Mob side.

Hall of Mockery To Archive...

Dispossessed

= = 

Stack on site...

Nomad

Beast

Citizen
You win if the Chancellor would win but you 
have met your Successor goal.

You may exile yourself, unless you hold the Grand Scepter, 
by giving the holder of the Grand Scepter  equal to the number 
of warbands on your board plus your total number of . Once 
you exile yourself, end your Act Phase and refresh Supply to full.

WAKE to check the People’s Favor if you have it.

ACT by spending Supply to take these actions.

Search
2–4 SUPPLY

DRAW 3 cards from deck or your discard. PLAY 1 
to your site (TAKE ) or advisers. DISCARD rest.

Muster
1 SUPPLY

On an empty card at your site...
PLACE . GAIN 2 warbands.

Trade
1 SUPPLY

On an empty card at your site...
PLACE . GAIN  +  per matching adviser.
 –or–
PLACE . GAIN  per matching adviser.

Recover
1 SUPPLY

CHOOSE 1 relic at your site, the People’s Favor, 
or the Darkest Secret. PAY its cost and TAKE it.

Campaign
2 SUPPLY

CHOOSE an enemy at your site. TAKE their sites, 
banners, and relics. BANISH their pawn and favor.

Travel
1–4 SUPPLY

MOVE your pawn from your site to any site.  
FLIP the site over if it is facedown.

Minor Actions
0 SUPPLY

PLAY or DISCARD facedown adviser. USE Action 
card. PEEK at relics at your site. MOVE warbands 
among board, your site if Chancellor allows and 
you rule, and Imperial pawns there if they allow.

REST
Return all  on cards to the favor banks of matching suits.
Return all  on cards to your board. Flip up your facedown .
Refresh your Supply to match the Chancellor’s Supply.
Refresh more Supply equal to Supply you did not spend this turn. SU
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Banish
Move Pawn 
Burn Half 

208

ACTION: Swap up to fi ve denizens 
from the top of your region’s discard 

pile (skipping Visions) with random 
cards from the Dispossessed.

Fallen Spire

207

You may swap any number of 
denizens you draw with random 

cards from the Dispossessed.

Great Spire

  

 Cup of Plenty 
  

Spend no Supply if you’re trading with a 
card that matches any of your advisers  .

  

 Book of Records 
  

 You must gain ^  instead of 
^  when you play to a site. 

 Skeleton Key 
  

ACTION: If the Chancellor rules your 
site, peek at any one relic in the Imperial 

Reliquary, and you may take it.

Plains+

3

Mountain
–

2

Great Slum

3

Push sites with ruins 
toward the Hinterland to 
fill from bottom to top.

204

Enemies of Ruined 
Temple’s ruler cannot 
play ̂  cards faceup.

Ruined Temple

River+

2

Citizen
You win if the Chancellor would win but you 
have met your Successor goal.

You may exile yourself, unless you hold the Grand Scepter, 
by giving the holder of the Grand Scepter  equal to the number 
of warbands on your board plus your total number of . Once 
you exile yourself, end your Act Phase and refresh Supply to full.

WAKE to check the People’s Favor if you have it.

ACT by spending Supply to take these actions.

Search
2–4 SUPPLY

DRAW 3 cards from deck or your discard. PLAY 1 
to your site (TAKE ) or advisers. DISCARD rest.

Muster
1 SUPPLY

On an empty card at your site...
PLACE . GAIN 2 warbands.

Trade
1 SUPPLY

On an empty card at your site...
PLACE . GAIN  +  per matching adviser.
 –or–
PLACE . GAIN  per matching adviser.

Recover
1 SUPPLY

CHOOSE 1 relic at your site, the People’s Favor, 
or the Darkest Secret. PAY its cost and TAKE it.

Campaign
2 SUPPLY

CHOOSE an enemy at your site. TAKE their sites, 
banners, and relics. BANISH their pawn and favor.

Travel
1–4 SUPPLY

MOVE your pawn from your site to any site.  
FLIP the site over if it is facedown.

Minor Actions
0 SUPPLY

PLAY or DISCARD facedown adviser. USE Action 
card. PEEK at relics at your site. MOVE warbands 
among board, your site if Chancellor allows and 
you rule, and Imperial pawns there if they allow.

REST
Return all  on cards to the favor banks of matching suits.
Return all  on cards to your board. Flip up your facedown .
Refresh your Supply to match the Chancellor’s Supply.
Refresh more Supply equal to Supply you did not spend this turn. SU
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Banish
Move Pawn 
Burn Half 

Return all the pawns, warbands, 
favor, and secrets to the box.

Shuffle 
into...

Discard Pile Discard Pile Discard Pile

Visions
Drawn

Relic
Deck

World
Deck

Discord Arcane Order Hearth NomadBeast

Discard Pile Discard Pile Discard Pile

Visions
Drawn

Relic
Deck

World
Deck

Discord Arcane Order Hearth NomadBeast

37

Taming Charm

ACTION: Discard a ^  or ^  
card at your site to gain ̂ ^  

from the matching favor bank.

Discard Pile Discard Pile Discard Pile

Visions
Drawn

Relic
Deck

World
Deck

Discord Arcane Order Hearth NomadBeast

Discard Pile Discard Pile Discard Pile

Visions
Drawn

Relic
Deck

World
Deck

Discord Arcane Order Hearth NomadBeast

4

±^

Longbows

5

+2[ if this site is targeted.

Keep


